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strings there were in my tzitzit. I said that I didn’t know
because I had never counted them.
So then the Rebbe asked me, “Do you ever get money
from people?”
I said, “Yes, sometimes.”
“And when you get it, do you count that money?”
“Yes, I do,” I answered.
“Well, if you count money which is only temporary in
this life, certainly you should count mitzvot which are
eternal.”

A

lthough my mother came from a Chabad family,
my father did not. He had come from a Polish
background and his Polish passport meant that,
after the war, my parents were able to get into the
American section of Berlin, and that is where I was born
– in the Eschwege displaced persons camp — becoming
a bit famous as the first baby to be circumcised there.
After we immigrated to the United States, ultimately
settling in the Crown Heights section of Brooklyn, I was
enrolled in the elementary school of Yeshiva Rabbi Chaim
Berlin. During this time, like many of my classmates, I did
not have an affinity for the rabbis in my life who all spoke
English with a heavy accent, for I found it hard to identify
with them.
So it was a surprise when I met the Rebbe in 1955, and
he spoke English fluently. My mother arranged that
audience for her and me, and I recall that his English was
very proper.
I was nine years old at the time, and he tried to engage
me, asking me if I wore tzitzit, the ritual fringes. (In my
yeshivah, we weren’t taught to wear our tzitzit out so they
could be seen.) When I said yes, he asked me how many

He spoke to me in a kind way without talking down to
me and because of that I heard him, but his words did
not penetrate my heart until much later. At that time, my
world revolved around television, the Brooklyn Dodgers
and my friends. In my world, the Torah and its mitzvot
were not front and center; Judaism was secondary.
Yes, I attended a yeshivah, but I found little inspiration
or warmth there. The Rebbe was the first rabbi whom
I found to be warm and accepting. And that made a
big difference. Even though nothing changed for me
immediately, I was left to wonder about this unusual
man — why people wanted to adhere to him more than
to any other rabbi whom I’d studied with, including my
teacher Rabbi Zaidel Epstein who was a genius and
exceptionally pious.
Fast forward to 1964. I was attending Brooklyn College
at night, but on Purim, I cut school and, together with
another classmate, decided to see what Chabad was
doing for the holiday.
At the Chabad farbrengen what impressed me the most
was the Rebbe. He walked in with eyes blazing — they
were almost on fire — and he proceeded forward with
determination. I had never before seen such dynamic
movement in my Torah teachers. And I understood at
that moment that this dynamism is the way of Torah. It
made an incredible impression on me.
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I had imagined that all Jewish holy men were constantly
bent over, studying the Talmud all day, and I didn’t want
to be like them. I didn’t want to become a hunchback.
But the Rebbe demonstrated, with his dynamic persona,
that it didn’t have to be that way. I understood that the
Torah wanted us to be humble while being powerful.
A short while later I took a leave of absence from college,
forgoing my state scholarship, intending to learn for a
year in Israel, though not in a Lubavitch yeshivah. But
G-d had other plans. It turned out that the yeshivah that
accepted me had no beds available in the dormitory,
so I decided that the Lubavitch yeshivah in Kfar Chabad
— where my mother’s family resided and where I had
living accommodations — made sense. At first, I was
only going to stay for six weeks, but the friendliness of
the boys and the inspiring chasidic ideology has kept me
there for almost 55 years!
During my stay in the Lubavitch yeshivah, I was a very
serious student, and I deeply internalized the chasidic
teachings concerning iskafya (meaning, “restraint”). We
were taught that we had to break our ego attachments,
which I understood to mean in everything —whether
food or clothing — whatever attached us to the physical
world. We were not to care about our physical condition
or anything that brought us pleasure.
I did my best to practice iskafya, but I constantly felt
guilty that I wasn’t doing it to the degree that I should.
And I was also bothered since all the chasidim around me
were happy people who loved life, yet I was miserable.
I wrote to the Rebbe about my dilemma, and I had an
opportunity to discuss this issue with him in a private
audience on the occasion of my twenty-third birthday in
1969. That is when the Rebbe explained to me that I had
got it all wrong.
“What you wrote about iskafya is in error,” he said, and
he went on to clarify it for me: “Let’s say I am eating and
I see on my plate a fat piece of meat, and I know that it
is not going to make me healthier. So the desire to eat it
comes from my animal soul. In that case, I will practice
restraint — iskafya — but not in order to break my animal
soul. Rather, my restraint will be a result of the intense
drive of my divine soul, which causes me to not want to
give in to the petty desires of the animal soul.”
The Rebbe clarified that iskafya is not an exercise of selfdenial, nor does it require excessive fasting, or hurting
myself, or belittling myself. Rather, it is a matter of not
indulging in things that are unnecessary.

Torah and its mitzvot, I could reach the highest spiritual
levels without going to extremes. All I had to do was
focus on my study of Torah and chasidic teachings, and
on prayer and meditation.
He also stressed that a Jew who takes care of his
hygiene, whose clothes are clean and properly fitted, is
presenting Judaism to the world in a way that sanctifies
the name of G-d. But if he does the opposite — if he
is dirty or sloppy — he is desecrating the name of G-d,
especially if he is a Torah scholar.
And then he added, “This angst that you have, this
feeling of inadequacy, doesn’t allow you to study Torah
properly.”
Because of my misunderstanding, it had appeared to
me that self-nullification was the ultimate goal and,
without it, the Torah and its mitzvot were ineffective
in accomplishing their desired effect. But the Rebbe
taught me that iskafya is only a tool of divine service and
should never take the place of Torah study and mitzvah
observance.
I have shared this insight with many of my students over
the years, for I believe that it put me on a correct path
and actually saved my spiritual life.
______________
Since 1977, Rabbi Chaim Moshe Bergstein has served as the director
of Chabad of Farmington Hills, Michigan. He was interviewed in July
of 2018.
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 719 — 1959, writing to an author, the Rebbe explained
that in these times, when there is much confusion and
revision of history, it is crucial for Orthodox Jews to be
more active in recording their history and the stories
of Jewish heroes who protected their communities
with self-sacrifice. Otherwise, the young generation
will only learn about their past from unfavorable
sources who provide an incomplete account.1
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